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Int roduction

High spatial
resolution
microanalysis
in scanning
transmission
electron microscopes is most e3.sily performed
wh en the specimen is inside a magnetic immersion objective
lens . Recently a technique has been developed to perform
spectroscopy
of e lectrons that originate
in this magnetic
field. A very special form of photo electron spectroscopy
is then poss ible for thin specimens in the microscope.
An
energy loss LIE of a primary electron has the same physical
effect
as the absorption
of a photon of energy llE. A
coincidence measurement
between energy loss electrons and
the emitted
electrons
is expected
to give a so called
coincidence
e lectron spectrum,
or (e,2e) spectrum,
of a
very sma ll area, which gives the same physical information
as photo e l ec tron spectroscopy.
Normal photo electron
spectroscopy
of limited spatial resolution,
but with high
co llect ion efficiency,
should
a lso be possible
in a
sca nning transmission
electron micro scope if the specimen
is illumin ated with a photon beam. Experiments to t est the
expectations
are in progress.

For elemental
analysis
in scanning transmission
electron
microscopy
(STEM),
techniques
such
as
diffraction,
e lectron energy los s spectrosco py (EELS) and
energy
dispersive
X-ra y analys is (EDX) are readily
available.
The highest
spat ial resolution
is always
obtained
using
magnetic
immersion
objective
lenses.
Recently the possibility
of Auger electron
spectroscopy
(AES) in STEM has been demonstrated
(Kruit (1986), Kruit
and Venables (1988)). This involves the spectroscopy
of
e lectrons
originating
in the magnetic
field
of the
objective lens. When spectroscopy
of relative ly low energy
e lectrons
is possible in STEM, the logical next question
is: can we do photo e lectron spectroscopy
in the same
instrument,
preferably
also with high spa tial resolution?
In this paper we discus s three possibilities
for photo
electron spectroscopy
in STEM and describe the sta te of
deve lopment of experiments
along these lin es in Delft .
Improvements
in the spatial
r eso luti on of electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) with inst r uments
other than STEMs, have been reviewed re ce ntly by Cazaux
(1984a,1985) and Chaney (1987), and will therefore
not be
discussed in this paper.

Electron

Spectroscopy

in STEM

In Delft
we have
modified
a Philips
EM400
transmission
electron
microscope
to test the possibility
of new electron
spectroscopy
techniques
(fig . 1). The
upper part of the objective lens has been changed and now
includes an extra co il, which prevents the magnetic field
from dropping to zero in the rest of the object ive lens . A
gradua lly decreasing
field is obtained,
which abruptly
stops at the position of a magneti c aperture,
located
between
the condenser
lenses and the objective
lens.
Electrons
originating
in a specimen which is located in
the high field
region,
will start
s piraling
with a
cyclotron orbit of small radius.
In the decreasing
field
the
electrons
will
follow
orbits
of larger
radius
(invers ely proportional
to the square root of the field),
meanwhile being parallelized,
by which we mean that the
transverse
velo city is converted
almost complete ly into
forward
velocity. The electrons
that pass the magnetic
aperture
are separated
from the primary
beam in an
electrostatic
90 ° hemispheric a l deflector
and are focused
on the entrance
slit of a 180 ° concentric
hemispherical
analyzer
(CHA). The first experimental
spectra show a n
energy resolution (FWHM) below 1 eV for Auger e lectrons of
200 to 1400 eV (Ar LMM and Al KLL peaks).
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Fig. 2. Schematic energy level diagram with basic atomic
mechanism involved in coincidence electron spectroscopy.
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The ejection
of the electron
will take place almost
immediately
after
passage
of the primary
electron.
Therefore
there
is a close time relation
between
the
arrival of the transmitted
and ejected electrons
at their
respective
detectors.
Coincidence
techniques
can be used to select only
those electrons
that arrive within a time window i: around
this time difference.
The smaller i: can be chosen, the
smaller the background
due to false coincidences
will be .
Assuming that the rate of true coincidences
is small
compared to both the total signal in the EELS detector RE
and the total signal in the secondary
electron
detector
R5 , the rate of false coincidences
Rf depends linearly on
RE, R 5 and T. The background
in the coincidence spectrum
will have the same form as the non-coincident
electron
spectrum
and can in principle
be subtracted.
In our
experiment
T
is expected
to be in the order
of 10
nanoseconds,
mainly due to different
flight paths inside
the secondary
electron analyzer .
The coincidence
electron
count rate per illuminated
atom in the surface layer is given by:

Fig. l. Experimental
set-up
for testing
the electron
spectroscopy
techniques . 1) electron detector,
2) CHA, 3)
beam
defining
slits,
4) second
condenser
lens,
5)
condenser
diaphragm,
6)
microscope
extension,
7)
electrostatic
lenses, 8) 90 ° deflector,
9) objective
lens,
10) parallelizing
coils, 11) specimen rod.

Coincidence

Electron

Spectroscopy

In the
past,
alternatives
for
expensive,
high
intensity
photon sources,
necessary
for photo electron
spectroscopy,
have been looked for and were found in
coincidence
electron
spectroscopy.
Coincidence
electron
spectroscopy
is also called (e,2e) spectroscopy,
because
processes are examined where one electron goes in and two
electrons
come out. If the energy loss involved is small
compared to the energy of the incoming electron
the term
near dipole (e,2e) is used, to distinguish
it from low
energy (e,2e), where large scattering
angles are involved.
Near dipole (e,2e) experiments
on gases, of course without
spatial resolution,
have been reported among others by Van
der Wiel and Brion (1972/73),
Haak et al. (1984) and
Ungier and Thomas (1985).
In normal photo electron spectroscopy
(XPS and UPS)
incident photons are absorbed by the specimen under study.
In the process of photo ionization of an atom an electron
is ejected.
The kinetic energy Ek of the photo electron
equals the photon energy hv minus the ionization
energy
E 8 . Electrons
from the primary
beam in an electron
microscope
also
cause
ionization
of sample
atoms.
According to Jackson (1962) the similarity
between these
processes is found in the method of virtual quanta. During
the interaction
time the electron offers the atom a white
photon spectrum from which it can choose any ionization
energy. The energy of the virtual photon, absorbed by the
samp le atom, is unfortunately
not known beforehand,
as it
is when a photon from a monochromatic
source is being
absorbed. In thin samples however, detection of the energy
loss electron
provides
this
information.
The kinetic
energy
of the ejected
electron,
will be the selected
energy loss /'IE minus the ionization energy E 8 , independent
of the energy of the incident primary electron
(fig . 2).

Ra = __:!__o_,cr·T
·c·T
e
E

P

(I)

where J 0 is the electron
density in the primary electron
beam. J 0 can be as high as l nA/nm 2 with a field emission
source
and an acceleration
voltage
of 100 kV. When
expressed
in electron counts this is about 6 · 109 ells in a
l nm 2 spot. er is the probability
of ionization
for the
selected energy loss band, that is the partial
ionization
cross section.
The partial
cross section for carbon, for
an accepted energy band of I eV, about 30 eV above the
K-edge is found to be about l.3·10- 22 cm 2 (using the
program SIGMAK2 described by Egerton (1986)). The width of
the band also determines
the energy resolution
in the
coincidence electron spectrum,
so this restricts
the cross
section.
In principle,
it is possible to use a multiple
detector
for the energy
loss measurements
and thus
effectively
illuminate
the
sample
with
different
wavelength
photons at the same time. This is however
comp l icated in a coincidence
measurement.
We use carbon
K-shell ionization as an example here, but are aware that
heavier
elements
have partial
cross sections
for the
K-shell down to two orders of magnitude sma ller . On the
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other hand L-shell
and valence band ionization
cross
sections can be two orders of magnitude larger. TE is the
collection efficiency
for energy loss electrons.
Inelastic
scattering
is primarily
in forward
direction.
Objective
lens and spectrometer
aberrations
limit the range of
scattering
angles that can be accepted,
see Kruit and
Shuman (1985). In our set-up we find a 50 mrad acceptance
angle, for an energy resolution of I eV. With an expected
quantum detection efficiency of 80 7. for the EELS detector
(plastic
scintillator
and photomultiplier),
this leads to
a TE of 0. 8.
c is the fraction
of the electrons
which
have a velocity component towards the secondary electron
analyzer
and is a function
of the exact
angular
distribution
of the ejected electrons.
This distribution
is equivalent to that of electrons ejected by unpolarized
light propagating
parallel to the microscope axis, see Kim
(1972). An asymmetry
parameter
(3, which is transition
depend en t, determines
the form of the distribution.
The
distribution
is sy mmetrical around the plane perpendicular
to the incoming beam, which mea ns that half of the
electrons
is traveling backward,
giving c = 0.5.
T P is
the
collection
efficiency
for
photo
electrons.
The
collection
efficiency
of a parallelizer
with a CHA is
discussed by Kruit and Venables (1988) and is expected to
be close to I for electrons up to 300 eV and remains above
60 7. for electrons up to 1000 e V energy, with a resolution
better than I eV. As for the EELS detector,
the quantum
detection eff icien cy of the secondary e lectron detector (a
chevron microchannel
plate) can be as high as 80 7. , so
that for th e ej ec ted electrons
of 30 eV energy the
collection efficiency Tp is 0.8.
These numbers lead to an expected count rate of 26
coincidence electrons per sec per atom, if we have a spot
of I nm 2 , for the K-shell ionization of ca rbon. To find
the total count rate of coinc idence electrons
from a
s urfa ce layer, we have to multiply this amount by the
numb er of atoms in the volume contributing
to the
coincidence
electron
spectrum,
which
is a factor
Aesc ·A· NA. Aesc
is the escape depth of the elec tr ons,
which is similar to the escape depth known in photo
electron
spectroscopy.
Unfortunately
data for ;\.esc are
sca r ce for energies around 30 eV, see Seah a nd Dench
(1979) and Tanuma et al. (1988). For Aesc in carbon we
will use an estimate of 0.35 nm, (Seah and Dench (1979),
espec ially formulas I and 12). A is the area ' illuminated'
by the primary e lectron beam (I nm 2 ) and NA is the atomic
density of the species under study (100 nm- 3 for pure
carbo n) . With these
values
we ca n expect
a true
coincidence count rate RT of 900 electrons per second.
We will make an estimate
of th e fals e coincidence
count rate for an imaginary situation of a single carbon
atom (index I) on top of an aluminum background (index 2)
of thickness t.
An estimate
of the EELS signal is given by the
co ntributi on of the background material:
RE = ~-<T
·N A .2 ·A·t·T
e
2

E

Spectroscopy

in STEM

g(E)

=

E
(E+Wr)•

(3)

The integral over g(El from zero to infinity
equal to o. An estimate
for the background
secondary electron spectrum is then :

must be
in the

(4)

The resulting
ratio of true over false coincidences
for a single atom on top of the background is now:
a- 1

·c

-------------------31
2

6 • wr.2·

o2·

J
30

(5)
E
(E+W

)4
f.

2

dE·<T2 ·N A. 2 -~·A
e

2

·t·,

With a secondary electron yield of 2 7. for aluminum
at 100 keV (see Reimer (1983)), a workfunction of 4 eV, an
atomic density in aluminum of 60 nm- 3 , a thickness of 10
nm an d the rest as given above, this yields a ratio of
0.2. If, instead of just considering a single atom, small
clusters
of carbon atoms are examined,
this ratio is
increased with the number of atoms in the cluster. For
larger clusters the escape depth in the surface la yer will
limit the ratio of true over f a lse co in cidences . Of course
this is only an example
and the ratio
is strongly
dependent on the choice of parameters
and materials. From
the la st formula one can also see th at both a smaller time
window T and a sma ller primary beam c urrent 10 (= 10 • A)
improves
the signal to background
ratio
(as in any
coinc idence technique). The signal to nois e ratio (Poisson
distributed
noise on s ignal plus background) will however
be constant or even decrease with sma ll er curren t.
We have built the experimenta l set- up in the non-UHV
system
described
in fig . I and expect
to obtain
co incidence spectra very soon, a lth ough the development of
this technique
for practical
analysis of uncontaminated
surfaces wi ll require a fully UHV instrument.
We presently
have one under construction
in Delft.
Se le c ted

Area

Photo

Electron

Spectroscopy

Even without localized e lectron production a magnetic
parallelizer
can be used to give some spat ial resolution.
Beamson et a l. (1980) ha ve used the magnifying properties
of the magnetic parallelizer
t o obtain magnified photo
electron ima ges , see also Turner et a l. (1984)
In our set -up a magnified image of the centra l region
of the specimen is formed at the pos iti on of the magnetic
aperture
(fig. 3). The aperture
se lects the central area
of the im age. When the aperture
plane is im aged on the
entrance slit of the CHA, energy analysis can be done on
the electro ns that contribute
to this area. The spatial
resolution
obtainable
will be in the order
of the
cyclotron diameter of the electrons in the magnetic field
at the specimen plane (Kruit and Read, 1983).
For a magnetic
field
of I Tesla,
the spatial
resolution of for example 250 eV electrons will be about
100 µm. Of course this cannot be r egarded as high spatial
resolution,
but it provides
the possibility
to com pare
coincidence
electron
spectroscopy
with normal
photo
electron spectroscopy
in the same instrument.
Incident X-rays can be produced either inside or
outside the microscope by illumination
of a target with
high energy electrons.
The photon density J•h is linearly
proportional
to the primary
electron
current
10 and
inversely proportional
to the square root of the distance
L between the X-ray source and the specimen. Commercial

(2)

If we assume that <T
is dominated by the Al L-edge
2
and not by plasmon losses, we find a cross section of
I. 9 · 10- 22 cm 2 , at 315 eV Joss, (30 eV above the carbon
edge), using the program SIGMAL2, described by Egerton
(1986). The background in the secondary electron spectrum
can be estimated
if we combine the knowledge about the
secondary electron yield o and the shape of the secondary
electron spectrum g(E) . According to Chung and Everhart
(1974) the shape mainly depends on the workfunction
Wr of
the material and can be expressed as:
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et a l.
side of the objective lens, as has been done by \!enables,
see Kruit and Venables (1988). Alternatively
an additional
electron gun, pointing upwards ( for example, somewhere
inside the viewing chamber) might be used.
Conclusions

---- ~

In this paper three possibilities
for photo electron
spectroscopy
in a STEM have been discussed. Especially the
coincidence e lectron spectroscopy
technique is expected to
have very exciting capabilities.
Not on ly the flexibility
of choice of photon energy, as in synchrotron
radiation,
but also the spatial
resolution
of the order of STEM
probes (I nm 2 ) have not been reported before. The selected
area photo electron
spectroscopy
method, with X-rays
produced at a close distance
to the sample using the
primary electron beam, has good capabilities
to compare
the coincidence electron spectroscopy
with normal photo
electron
spectroscopy.
It lacks however the very high
spatial
resolution . The
microprobe
photo
electron
spectroscopy
method can be incorporated
in STEM as well,
and
gain
in collection
efficiency
is expected
in
combination
with a magnetic
parallelizer.
The main
disadvantage
of this technique is the need to attach the
specimen to an anode foil, which makes it impossible to do
transmission
electron microscopy in the same set-up.
The practical
usefulness
of these techniques
awaits
further experimental
evidence, but preliminary results are
promising.

specimen

X-rays

Fig. 3. Principle

of selected

mag neti c aper tur e

area

technique.

water cooled X-ray sources operate with electron currents
in the order of 10 mA, but cannot be mounted closer to the
specimen than about 10 cm (in our instrument).
We are developing a method in which the primary beam
of the microscope,
operated with a current of I µA, hits
an uncooled aluminum target at I mm distance from the
object under study. Because the target is also in the high
magnetic field, this is far enough to prevent secondary
electrons
originating
in the target
from reaching
the
detector.
It should yield the same photon flux on the
object as a large X-ray source would yie ld, when mounted
on the outside of the microscope.
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The idea of using microprobe
X-rays to do photo
e lectron spectroscopy
has been extensively
reported
by
Cazaux (1984a,bl. An electron beam, when focused on an
anode foil can create localized X-rays on a specimen which
is attached
to the back of the anode (fig . 4). The

Fig. 4 . Principle

of microprobe
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R.Reichelt:
The pressure in the vicinity of the sample in
a EM400 is probably in the range of 10- 6 to 10- 5 Torr. A
meaningful
surface
microanalysis,
however,
requires
a
pressure
orders of magnitude
lower than the one your
microscope presently
has.
Can you make a comment to
that?
Authors:
With present vacuum conditions contamination
of
the sample is a known limitation . We are working on the
development of a UHV stage-environment
and are testing the
possibility
of sputtering
the sample with Ar• ions during
the analysis.
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Discussion

Spectroscopy

R.Reichelt:
What kind of detectors
are used to detect the
Auger
electrons
and
the
inelastically
scattered
transmitted
electrons?
Authors:
For the ejected electrons we use a microchannel
plate detector
(a Galileo circular chevron model 3025.25)
and for the energy loss electrons
we use a 90 ° sector
magnet
with
plastic
scintillator
and photomultiplier
(Catan model 607).
J. Cazaux:
In the microprobe
approach,
the lateral
resolution
will
be independent
from
that
of the
parallelizer
but it will depend upon the X-ray spot size
on the specimen. Taking into account the fact that the
thickness
of the target
has to be increased
when the
primary
beam
energy
is increased,
leading
to a
deterioration
of the lateral
resolution,
but also an
increase
of the number of X-ray photons per incident
electron,
what is your choice for the primary beam
energy?
Authors:
The choice of primary
beam energy, anode
thickness and anode material will be strongly dependent on
the required
spatial resolution
and intensity.
We cannot
add anything
to the considerations
presented
in the
reference
Cazaux (1984b).

Reviewers

R. Reichelt:
Does the electrostatic
90 ° hemispherical
deflector
significantly
effect the primary beam?
Authors:
The primary
beam will experience
a small
deflection due to the 90° deflector.
At present, to make a
scan through the secondary electron energy range we retard
all electrostatic
elements
along the secondary
electron
path, with respect to the specimen, and do not change the
deflection
voltage over the 90° deflector.
The change in
deflection
is therefore
a second order effect.
The shift
of the primary beam in the specimen plane can further be
reduced
if we let the pivot point of the deflection
coincide
with the intermediate
image of the source.
Alternatively
a Wien filter
could be used as beam
separator,
see Kruit and Venables
(1988) . A slightly
different
approach
is investigated
in Delft,
where a
design of a crossed electrostatic
magnetic field deflector
is made, which minimizes the dispersion of the deflector.
For a fixed setting of the deflector,
a large energy range
can be analyzed.

J .Cazaux: From our experiments,
Cazaux (!984a/b,!985) and
references
therein)
a 1 µA, 1 µm incident beam on an Al
target produces 10 8 , 10 9 Al Ka photons at 10 keV inside a
semi-apex
solid angle of around 45°. If you set your
target at I mm from the specimen, the size of your image
will be
around 1 mm x 1 mm for a pixel size of 0.1 mm.
Is it a problem?
Authors:
The selected area photo electron spectroscopy
mode to which the reviewer refers is clearly not a high
spatial
resolution
imaging
technique,
although
the
selection of a 0.1 x 0.1 mm area can be useful in many
photo electron
spectroscopy
applications.
The 'field of
view' does not depend on the illuminated area, but rather
on the freedom
of motion of the specimen.
For high
resolution
imaging
with photolectrons
in a Scanning
Transmission
Electron
Microscope,
the
coincidence
technique is the most promising option .

R.Reichelt:
To what extend will plural scattering
in thin
samples
create
problems using the energy loss of the
transmitted
electrons to estimate the energy absorbed by
the sample atom?
What do you consider as a thin
sample?
Authors:
Plural scattering
is indeed a problem as it is
in EELS. The effect will be a convolution of the photo
electron spectrum with the low-loss EEL spectrum. We are
not sure to what extent deconvolution
with the low-loss
spectrum
is applicable
for this new technique.
The
thinner the sample, the better the coincidence technique
will work.
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